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SNe are classified by their optical spectra
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Overview and motivation:    new SN sub-types  
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Need a more physical classification 



Pastorello et al 2007 



Heger et al. (2003)  

Overview and motivation:  
understanding the final stages of stellar evolution 

the standard scenario of the death of the massive stars  
may not be complete and has to be revised 

what is the minimum mass of CC SN progenitors in a single or binary system? 
what is the mass range of progenitor stars of different  CC SN types? 



Overview and motivation:  
understanding the final stages of stellar evolution 

•  Red supergiants are progenitors of II-P Sne  
•  Lower limit for core-collapse  : no more than 7-8M 
•  Lack of high mass progenitors – statistically significant ? 
•  No detection of Ibc progenitors – the known massive WR population is not 

the progenitor population of Ibc SNe 
•  Massive stars collapse to black holes ?  

Smartt 2009 ARAA 



Overview and motivation:  
 understanding the SN diversity  

Oct 2004 

Oct 2006 

Which are the physical parameters leading diversity? 
What is the nature of bright and faint populations ?   
What is the physical origin of their luminosities?  

Wide  range in energy and ejected masses 

Benetti et al 2005, Maeda 2010 

Nomoto et al 2006 

a wide range of explosion conditions  
and, potentially, of progenitors 



Overview and motivation:  
probing different and extreme explosion mechanisms 

Ia 
Core collapse 

Chandra 
Sub-Chandra 

Super-Chandra 

Ultra bright  CC SNe: Pulsational pair instability)? 
Faintest CC SNe: electron capture SNe? 

Faint and fast type Ia SNe: He detonation or deflagration on the surface of a WD? 

There are distinct sub-classes  
which differ significantly from the bulk of events 

The diversity may reflect different explosion mechanisms 



  Complete SN sample within some distance 
  Rates of different subtypes 
  Rates as a function of host galaxy properties  
  Rates in dwarf, sub-luminous galaxies 

Overview and motivation: estimating unbiased SN rates  

New wide-field surveys are discovering transients with  
no galaxy bias 

fainter limiting magnitude  

Li et al 2011 



Rapid growth in transient science 
Our knowledge of explosions is still very incomplete 

Overview and motivation:  
exploring the transient phase-space  

Transients in the gap:  
SNe, outbursts, mergers or exotica? 

•  Find new parameter space 
•  Fast transients 
•  Optical vs X ray/UV picture 

Difference between explosive and eruptive transients 

SN impostors are not only LBVs 



Transients are not the founding scientific rationale of Gaia  
but are an important by-product 

Gaia contribution: differences with  traditional SN searches 

Old searches 
large detector or big telescope 
large volume at low-z or at high-z  
frequent sampling 
detection on difference images 
spectroscopic classification 

Rolling searches  
dedicated telescopes 
survey of the same large area of sky  
constant  cadence 
detection on difference images 
photometric classification 

                                       Gaia  
a scanning mission (uniform coverage of the sky) 
“quasi-regular” time sampling over 5 years but sky field revisited every ~70 days 
detection in flux 
3 data taking  (astrometric, photometric and spectroscopic) 

SN searches 

How does Gaia complement and compete in the low-z SN search landscape? 



Gaia contribution : expected SN detections 

Belokurov & Evans 2003 (G ~ 20) 
21400 SNe (67% Ia, 33% CC) 
8500 SNe pre-max (74% Ia) 

Half are daytime objects 

Cappellaro  (G ~ 19) 
6300 SNe   (87% Ia,  13% CC) 
1800 SNe pre-max  (95% Ia, 5% CC) 
 500 SNe  < -5 days pre-max   (97% Ia , 3% Ib/c) 

Assumptions : 
1- V band  
2 - Volumetric rate evolution (from Botticella et al 2008) 
3 - Observations of a given sky field are uniformly distributed  

CC SN shock break-out 

Expected number from 0 to few 
Limit distance z = 0.015   (M = -15 mag in G,  Tominaga et al. 2008)  

z 

Hodgkin (G ~ 19) 
6000 SNe 
2000 SNe pre-max 



Gaia contribution: scientific possibilities  

systematic studies statistical studies (SN rates) 

Gaia can help us to build a comprehensive understanding of the SN explosions 

covering the full range of 
host galaxy properties 
SN properties 

of nearby SNe 

1)  Transient discovery for free 
2)   Large number of transients, some rare transients 
3)  Unbiased SN sample  



The Gaia Science Alerts WG   

Transient alerts will be public 
                          will run in real time  ( 24 - 48 h ) 
                          will use photometric and spectroscopic data 

Timeline for the data flow 

Credit Mignard  
Science Alerts WS IoA 23/06/ 2010 

Credit Wyrzykowski & Hodgkin 
Science Alerts WS IoA 23/06/ 2010 

Operation scheme 

  to produce reliable and robust alerts  
  to prepare the community for the influx of  alerts  



Real-time classification is needed  
From tens to hundreds of thousands of transients 

Detection and classification methods  
need a validation process using ground based observations 



Ground based follow-up is critical 

4m- class telescopes                                 spectroscopic classification 
2m-class telescopes                                  photometric follow-up 

Gaia is a survey with a relatively poor sampling 

without a follow-up its alerts in most cases will be meaningless 

  International coordination 
  Different dedicated telescopes 

possible contribution from WF instrumentation and multi object spectrograph 



Our interest 

•  long term follow-up   
                  with immediate response in North and South hemisphere 

•  Systematic study for selected objects  
                                           photometric and spectroscopic follow-up 
                                           progenitor detection  
                                           light curve and spectra modeling 
                                           nucleosynthesis yield 

•  Rates of a sub-sample of SNe  
                     in dwarf, low metallicity host galaxies  
                of rare transients 



Large Program (P.I. S. Benetti - INAF OAPD) 
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Our program is focused on 
  determining the contribution to the chemical enrichment by different SN types   
  the study of the extremes of the SN population 

Supernova Variety and Nucleosynthesis Yields 

Abundance distribution of SN 2002bo (Stehle et al. 2005) 

all elements 

O, Mg, Si, Fe and Ni  

W7 deflagration model 



LBT 
NOT TNG 

Copernico 

CAHA 3.5 

Network of  
telescopes 

TNG large program 
  50 nights (2009 - 2011) 

NTT large program  
120 nights (2009 - 2013) 

NTT+VLT 

REM 



ToO + service/visitor mode 

                          high cadence 
Monitoring 
                          long term extension 

Wavelength  
coverage   

Data management  :       Alert Group  + Observer Group 
                                       (1 P.I. for each SN) 

Swift and GALEX for UV coverage 
Spitzer for MIR coverage 

HST archive  SN progenitor  
detection 

Synergies  
with other facilities 

Observational strategy 

All the data are reduced with the same pipeline 

Optical + NIR imaging and spectra  



Large Program Future outlook 
A public spectroscopic survey of the Transient Universe 

High-quality time series optical+NIR spectroscopy of 150 transients 

all raw data will be non-proprietary 
all the reduced data will be public in  a timely fashion 

a comprehensive datasets of standard SNe, exotic SNe and new class of optical transients 



Conclusions 

•  Overview and motivations 
    our group is dedicated to a systematic study of nearby SNe and SN rates   
•  Potential Gaia contribution to SN science 
     excellent opportunities available to exploit SNe found with Gaia                    
•  Gaia Science Alerts  
      need ground based observations for transients follow-up 
•  Our interest 
       Systematic studies and statistical analysis of  nearby SNe 
       Coordination of ground based follow-up campaign 

( Network of telescope is being formed ) 


